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1. Political Behaviour uses the following methods in their explanation of human 
behaviour except

     	      Sampling

     	      Scaling

     	      Interviewing

     	--->> Hypothesis

2. ____ is an example of election rigging in Nigeria

     	      Stealing of ballots boxes

     	      Multiple voting

     	--->> All of the Above

     	      Under age voting

3. There are basically __ factors that affects political socialization

     	      6

     	      3

     	--->> 4

     	      5

4. The Scopes of political participation are direct or action based and indirect or attitude 
based political activities

     	--->> 

     	      None of the Above

     	      

     	      Somehow True

5. ___ is the means by which people choose and exercise some degree of contol over 
their representations
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     	--->> Election

     	      Nomination

     	      Power

     	      Federalism

6. Nationalism and Patrioism of citizens is more likely in a ___

     	      Low political culture

     	--->> Developed political culture

     	      Partial political culture

     	      None of the Above

7. The highest level of political participation a man can attain in a society is known as

     	      Authority

     	      Monarchical

     	      Charismatic

     	--->> Gladatorial

8. ___is an established way of life of a people in a particular community

     	      Norm

     	--->> Culture

     	      Good Behaviour

     	      Power

9. Governorship election in Nigeria comes up every?

     	      8years

     	      6years

     	      5years

     	--->> 4years
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10. ___ is where citizens understand governance and make concious effort to 
participate

     	      Civic political culture

     	--->> Matured political culture

     	      Political participation

     	      Participant culture
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